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Jurisdiction of Appellate Court
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §78-2a-3(2)

Statement of the Issues
1

Did the WAB err when they failed to comprehend the significance of the voluntary
quit from the C A job in 2008 before starting new work in UT? WABR P. 042 Opening statement i 'Grounds jor Appeal''

Supporting Authority: CAL. U1C. CODE § 1256, UC 35A~4-405(3)(b)(ii)
Standard of review: de novo review
2. When viewed in light of the whole record did the WAB fail to properly consider that
given the evidence and circumstances a deception in obtaining benefits hi 2008 was
not a possibility having been precluded by the prior voluntary resignation?
Supporting Authority: CAL. U1C CODE § 1256, Utah Administrative Code R994-406406, R994-406-401(2). Hodgson v. DWS. WAB. Case No. 20050270-CA (July 8, 2005).
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Standard of review: de novo review, clearly erroneous
3. When viewed in light of the whole record and circumstances did the DWS err in
holding that the weekly benefits paid should be returned?
Supporting Authority: Utah Admin. Code R994~401-30l(2). (4)
Standard of review: de novo review, arbitrary and capricious
4. Did the WAB err when they failed to comprehend the unassailability of the DWS
claim audit which had further underpinned claim legitimacy?
Supporting Authority: Code of Federal Regulations § 602.21
Standard of review: de novo re views' When viewed in light of the whole record is the DWS action based upon speculation,
assumptions. 2nd guessing, and a detennination of implied facts that are not supported
by substantial evidence?
Supporting Authority: Utah Code 63G-4-403(4)(d)(g)(h)(iv)
Standard of review: de novo review, arbitrary and capricious
6. Did DWS/WAB deliberately or just erroneously interpret and apply the UAC?
Supporting Authority: UC 63G-4-403(d) (g)
Standard of review: de novo review, reasonable
7. Did RE comply according to plain language of filing requirements?
Supporting Authority: R994-406-101(l) . UC 35A-4-403
Standard of review: de novo review7
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8. Did RE proceed as would a reasonable minded person not schooled in Ul rules and
regulations have done under the same circumstances?
Supporting Authority: Johnson v, Depaitment of Employment Sec, 782 P.2d 965. 968
(UtahCt App. 1989)
Standard of review: de novo review
9. When viewed in light of the whole record and circumstances did the WAB err in
holding that claimant was not entitled to the benefits in 2008?
Supporting Authority: CAL. UIC. CODE § 1256 California Code - Section 1256, UC
35A-4-403, 35A-4-405(3)(b)(ii)
Standard of review: de novo review, arbitrary and capricious
10. Did the WAB en* in holding that claimant was not entitled to benefits in 2009.
Supporting Authority: UC 35A-4-403, 35A~4~405(3)(h)(ii)
Standard of review: de novo review
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Statement of the Case
Nature of Case
DWS refused UI benefits for petitioner RE in January, 2009 and assessed an overpayment penalty for payments received in 2008.
Course of Proceeding
DWS alleges that RE was not entitled to UI benefits, therefore a fraud was caused. RE
challenged the allegations as misguided and rampant speculation, assumption, and 2nd
guessing and timely appealed for ALJ and then for WAB review of these DWS decisions.
Disposition At Agency
Dispositions of ALJ and WAB were to affirm the DWS Decisions.

Statement Of Facts
Petitioner adopts and incorporates by reference die records of the case
dated 9 September. 2009 submitted to the Court by Respondent Certification of Record, with the following facts:
a. DWS took a tunnel vision approach, unwilling to acknowledge the information available in the whole record and to consider the circumstances. Contrary to the errant
conclusions this is categorically an action in which the evidence provided by
DWS/ALJ/WAB is not proof of ineligibility. WABR p. 001-131
b. The two potentially most important questions below were never asked! Resultant discussion would have led to one of two possible outcomes; CA with invalid claim, or
ITT with valid claim.
Case No. 20090552
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i.

Have you worked in two or more states?

ii.

During the last 18 months has all employment been in Utah?

WABREXlp.001and073
e. Regarding the "knew or should have known a mistake was made*' speculation, no
need was perceived. Also, RE's six months of fits and starts research of employment
codes and rules did not turn up this terminology. Culture dictates what you know or
should know. The restriction noted by the DWSAV AB was not available to RE from
provided material and RE originally believed it was just a UT thing, A valid claim in
UT was firmly established. The false statement allegation is based on speculation, assumption, and 2nd guessing-and the UT benefit was the only one RE was entitled to.
VVABR EX 13 p 13, bottom , WABR Decision p.Q65, Para 3
d. Regarding the 2009 conversation with DWS adjudicator, if RE indeed HAD a choice
RE would have gone with CA but CA was not an option. RE "chose" CA because at
the time, having acquired enough knowledge about unemployment rules to be dangerous, RE erroneously believed a new CA claim would now be valid. In RE's mind a
claim based on work performed from Sep. 2008 to Jan, 2009 should be with CA because of his residency there and the job location being in CA. WABR EX 10 p. 10.
WABR EX 6 p. 78 (bottom)
e. The 2008 CA claim was not valid and a new claim could not be opened in 2009 because the last employer is based in Indiana. Therefore, only the UT DWS claim was
valid. RE believes the proper procedure was for CA EDD to do an inter-agency
Case No. 20090552
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communication with DWS when CA EDO advised claimant to take 2008 claim to
Utah. CAL. UIC. CODE § 1256
f

It goes without saying that if RE intended to receive benefits not entitled to, RE could
easily have continued claims with UT after starting back to work Sep. 15, 2008.
WABR EX 12 p. 12, WABR EX 7 p. 79

g. DWS claimant guide states "During the hearing all parties will be assisted by the ALJ
in presenting their evidence." Expecting helpful and impartial guidance in which special circumstances would be of interest, RE experienced no help, even adversity, and
was even more confused. In view of this unexpected state of affairs an acknowledgment of ineffective counsel (self) would be well-founded. P. 16 of DWS claimant
guide

Summary of the Argument
Note: Several errors occurred in thetypingof the taped transcript, RE doesn't believe
any are notable enough to draw to the courts attention or to have a bearing on this proceeding. Please ask RE if there are any needed claritications. Reporters Transcript- p. 115 (WABR EXs, p. 21-36 and p. 087-102)
Point I,

DWS and WAB are at best culpable of willful blindness to the unusual-

ness of facts and circumstances.
Point II.

The BAM estimate of the improper denial rate is 15.3 percent.

Point ILL

The first truth to be noted is that this is truly a case in which the evidence

presented by DWS is not proof.
Case No. 20090552
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Point IV*

This proceeding is not so much about law as it is about the misuse of law,

Point V.

Eligibility with any other state program expired when RE's resignation was

tendered voluntarily effective Friday; Mm 4, 2007 to start a job in Salt Lake City on
Monday, May 7. 2007.
Point VI.

CA EDD advised claimant to take claim to Utah DWS. The claim with

Utah DWS is totally valid.
Point VII.

RE did exactly what a reasonable minded person would do in the same sit-

uation-followed Ul agent advice. The blunder at DWS was the 2009 decision to deny
benefits.
Point VIII. There is no mention in UT DWS or CA EDD Claimant Guides about multiple state status. When first brought to RE's attention he believed it to be strictly a UT
tiling. RE could have applied for UI benefits in a dozen states and the DWS claim would
be the only valid claim.
Point IX.

Knew or should have known a mistake was made? Culture dictates what

you know or should know, not a once in a lifetime event
Point X.

Claimant information on residency and work history were in the possession

of both DWS and EDD before respective claims were processed. Lack of knowledge did
not affect this claim's validity but it is preposterous to expect the general public to know
and understand all Unemployment Insurance rules and codes.
Point XL

In 2009 RE incorrectly believed he could start a new claim with CA due to

CA residency.
Case No. 20090552
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Point XiL

Any discussion of either a "4vesv or a 4 W answer to the Railroad question

will inevitably lead to the same indisputable conclusion: the only valid claim could be
made with DWS,
Point XIII* The Railroad question is two completely unrelated elements, The emphasis is: Have you '"Applied for benefits from the Railroad?" !!
Point XIV. During the course of the claim it was audited by DWS" auditors and validated, further underpinning claim legitimacy. Though unmentioned in any WABR Exhibits the claim audit result is material
Point XV.

The two potentially most important standard questions were never asked!

If asked it still would be concluded the only eligibility was with DWS, and we wouldn't
be discussing this now. \VABR EX 1 p. 001 and 073
Point XVI. If a fraudulent UI claim with DWS was the intention, which it was not given the salient indisputable facts a fraudulent claim with DWS was an impossibility.
Point XVIL Laboring under the belief that the hearmg was to be conducted by a helpful
and impartial ALJ, in which RE's particular circumstances would be of interest RE underwent a surprisingly adversarial experience.
Point XVIfi. After the appeal was submitted to WAB a proper apology was expected.
Not to be confused with the indisputable facts WAB upheld the denial of benefits.
Point XIX, DWS has not stated any intent to intervene on CA's behalf CA, not UT,
owns a problem and will exact their pound of flesh under the CA code and the proper
consideration of circumstances.
Case No. 20090552
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Point XX.

RE has some faults, including the inability to curb the impulse to complete

other people's sentences.
Point XXL WAB, ALJ, and DWS demonstrated no lack of imagination in the speculation of imaginary scenarios. Speculation was based on imagination and conjecture, out of
context with the salient facts on hand.
Point XXII. In exercising misguided zeal multiple errors, misleading statements, and
misrepresentations were made and overlooked by DWS and the ALJ.
Point XXIIL Records that accrued after initial filing have no bearing on eligibility.
Point XXIV. DWS records are not useful for answering questions that might arise in
view of the circumstances not properly considered by the agency.
Point XXV. RE still offers to take polygraph test any time.

Argument
It is said one should not ask how sausage or laws are made.
I.

Contrary to respondents self-serving declaration that the decision 4fcwas not

arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable in light of the whole record'* it is obvious nobody looked beyond the perfectly self-serving internal record. DWS and WAB at
best are culpable of willful blindness to the unusuainess of the circumstances and
facts. RE encountered great confusion on the part of the agents, adjudicator, and even
special agents at EDD, which was passed on to an already disoriented RE. Just a tad
more insight and the current situation would have been avoided. W ABR 9 Sep. Respondent's Answer and Certificate of Record, #1
Case No. 20090552
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Like a loo^e anmon on the deck. DWS has acta! perfkhou^v and contrary lo the principles of The Employment Secmity Ac! of the Utah Code. Since DWS was in possession
of the valid claim there could not possibly be a mistaken overpayment by DWS. in the
very words of DWS "claimant can have only one valid claim at a time." WABR. EX 12,
p. 012 last line on page.
II.

Respondent states that agency and WAB decisions are entitled to deference, a

bold if not audacious nuson d'elre (v\ iiresponsihitos. 1'bnf statement implies with impunity that the DWS outlook is that the Court is obliged by statute to rubber stamp every
piece ofnonsen.se from DWS that crosses their desk. Petitioner has reservations that the
Court's charter is to blindly aflirai DWS decisions without regard to their merit, WABR
9 Sep. Respondent's Answer and Certificate of Record, #5
The BAM estimate of the improper denial rate is 153 percent. U.S. Dept Of Labor UI
Benefit Accuracy Measurement CY 2006 Report
ill,,

The first truth to be aware of is that this is above all a case in which the evi-

dence presented by DWS is not proof DWS has accumulated many pages of records and
speculative comnK-nl;n'\ ih;u K nut idevaiu iatgeh becattNC uf the taiin-c ;o eoiiMde; \iw

salient facts and circumstances at their disposal.
IV.

This proceeding is not so much, about law or $ and 0 as it is about the misuse of

Law or the abuse of power.. ' I o quote an indignant Wyatt Earp in response to a warrant for
his arrest after he gunned down one of the murderers that had shot his brother in the back
and killed him in Tombstone, AZ: "I can't let them use the law to kill me and my family.
Case No. 20090552
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I won't allow it!" This is about Right Vs. Might. Some people do have the common
sense to say so when common sense dictates that something is out and out WRONG.
And society' — all of us — need to acknowledge it. Reversing such culpable and corrupted decisions is just the right thing to do.
V.

Utah DWS was the correct agency to file claim with, having left a perfectly

good job voluntarily Friday, May 4, 2007 to start a new job in Salt Lake City the following Monday,. May 7. Eligibility with any other state program expired when RE's resignation was tendered for the previous perfectly good job,
VI.

CA EDD advised claimant to take a claim to Utah DWS. RE believes the prop-

er procedure was for CA EDD to do an inter-agency communication with DWS. At least
that's how they handle inter-state UI matters now. The claim with Utah DWS was totally
valid.
VII.

.

:

• ..-\-.,

That RE did exactly what a reasonable minded person would do in the same sit-

uation with the same direction and advice received from UI agency workers, resulting in
unemployment compensation from DWS and EDD, was not disputed from the get-go.
RE approached this process in complete honesty and was expecting keener insight as to
the salient facts to be demonstrated by generously remunerated professional parties involved with DWS. The WAB comment that RE "decided to attempt to take advantage of
an apparent bureaucratic blunder" is purely speculation based solely on imagination and
is unquestionably off base. The only "advantage taken" by RE was following expert advice and to simply apply for benefits told and believed to be entitled to-what any reasonCase No. 20090552
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able minded person would have done, givm the same advice in the same situation. CA
EDD maybe did initially pull a blunder but was ultimately notified of the situation and
cancelled me i A uaim m ioove
The hhmdes al l)\YS was the 2009 decision io den\ eann-d bcncHh There wore no errors associated with the UT claim prior to the 2009 denial of benefits, WABR p. 065,
Decision. Para. 3
VIII.

Furthermore, there is no mention in I IT DWS or CA EDD Claimant G'i tides

about multiple state employment status posing a problem. Moreover, no issue with multiple state claims was ever implied prior to 2009 claims. .As far as RE was concerned
when h was brought to Ins attention ii was strictK ;i L 1 rule. To add e\eu more credibility to this apparent oversight, the FN DVVD Ul guide also fails to mention this!
If you work at two jobs you certainly expect payment by both employers so it is not a
stretch, if you haven't made a career working in a I If department to believe the same
principle applied. Two jobs - two states - two valid claims - two cfiecks, Makes perfect
sense to the uninitiated, and possibly at that time to l.)V\ S and IT)D as welt ("enamiy
did to RE.
Not at all any different to the man in the street than Social Security with a separate
pension from the Military or a corporate 401L or making unhdrmvais iron) h\o sepanne
savings accounts. RE could have applied for UI benefits in a dozen states before applying in UT and the UT claim could not have been affected as it was and. remains the only
possibly valid claim. 35A-4-405 (6)
Case No. 20090552
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IX.

Knew or should have known a mistake was made? Stated as fact by DWS,

RE's six months of fits and starts research of employment codes and rules did not turn up
this terminology; Culture dictates what you know or should know, not wrhen entering into a once in a lifetime event. RE simply trusted (he subject matter experts at DWS and
EDD. If you can't rely on their wisdom in these more complex situations what can you
do? WABR EX 13 p. 13, bottom, p. 065 3rd Para, from top
X.

Complete disclosure of claimant information on residency and work history

were in the possession of DWS and EDD before any claims were processed by the respective agencies. Agents of DWS and EDD "knew or should have known" of potential
discord and failed take the necessary initiative to prevent it. If the people working in
these agencies don't know any better how can the occasional claimant be expected to
know? Even though this lack of knowledge did not affect this claim's validity it is as
preposterous to expect the general public to know and understand all the employment
codes and rules as it is to expect the general public to know and understand all the FDA
regulations "because they use regulated products5' from the supermarket non-prescription
drug department,
No error was caused by claimant, whose actions were simply to follow directions given
by reputably reliable and knowledgeable "trained subject matter experts", the DWS and
EDD agents,
XI.

DWS and WAB state "The Claimant preferred the California benefit over the

Utah benefit since it was significantly higher and did not deduct for his Social Security
Case No. 20090552
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income " This staiemen? is MUX ol annex! Inn irue (only if you change * preferred" -%*
"prefers"), and has nothing to do with the 2008 claim. It was part of a conversation with
the DWS adjudicator in 2009 when RE incorrectly believed he could start a new claim
with CA dim to CA residency. Although the most recent work was m CA this turned out
to be incorrect because the employer is based in Indiana and paid UI fees to the IN DWD,
\\ Yfiii IX M .' '-. :. WABR p *>M Y\ \B Decision 2"^ Pani ! h% ! ^nom
XII.

Instead of the big picture DWS focused on and emphasized the Railroad qi ics-

tion, which ultimately has no bearing whatsoever on claim \aiidity, and felled to see the
forest for the trees. This emphasis could be a simple Keu i toning distraction from, the
real issues. Any ensuing discussion of either a "yes" or a '"no" answer to the Railroad
question will inevitably had to the same indisputable conclusion: The only valid claim.
could hi. nnnk \* j?h DWS. which dispels am concerns about validity; over payment, etc.
RE experienced 1st hand the true meaning of "Railroaded". WABR EX 2 p. 2, WABR.
EX 2 p. 74
XIII.

"I he Railroad question is in two completely unrelated elements, I he lirsi part

is: Have you "Applied for benefits from the Railroad?" While RE is not doing the research to make this a scientific statement or statement of fact RE is convinced that question will prompt an automatic "no" from 99.9% of respondents. The obscure element,
which nobody will get to in the answering process, is: "or other state?" The sentence
structure is substantial evidence for a reasonable mind to conclude that in the view of
DWS the Railroad element is the important part, while the obscure "other state" is not
important enough to break out separately as was done in the CA EDD site in late Jan.CaseNo. 20090552
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early Feb. 2009.

WABR EX 2 p. 002

As a matter of fact when this non-issue was brought to RE"s attention he read through
the questions three times and did not see the "'other state" even though he was 60% sure it
was in there because the DWS adj. said it was. Finally, on the fourth very slow reading
RE was able to spot it WABR EX 2, p. 2
RE does not remember the 2008 DVVS application experience because of the medications
needed and taken at the time, but there are any number of additional simple and viable
explanations for not picking up on this obscure element:
a. If, as stated in the record, inputs were T-IVR Telephone Interactive Voice Response,
after hearing "Railroad"' the phone was pulled away from ear to punch the "no"" button and the unrelated and obscure question "or other state'" would not have been
heard. WABR EX L p. 1
b. If Railroad question was asked by a DWS agent RE*s impulse to complete other
people's sentences would have cut in and taken over, resulting in an automatic ' W
response.
c. The CA claim was totally forgotten and simply dismissed mentally when going
through the eligibility information input page and did not come to mind because the
CA EDD had sent RE to UT DWS to file a claim and claimant's short-term memory
is virtually non-existent.
d. Regardless of the circumstances, at the time RE had no knowledge of possible issues
with two or three or even four or more concurrent state involvement with claims. RE
Case No. 20090552
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believed it was ^uctK <* i

:

thnvj \s\wr* a*h bouinu n w> hK intention

e. If the Railroad question was answered on-line RE's vision and reading style (that
impulse to finish sentences) would have blinded him to anything beyond the first 3-4
wonts (2-3 if font size is large) And glasses don't help at all, nor does font size. '1. 'he
right eye sees nothing more than a dim blob and covering it has absolutely no effect
on the width of field of view.
f.

\ he ueh vk oht^hihiN mt^nndUon input \n\p: i> mA ^.^'.MI designed and won't minimize errors. Again, while RE is not doing the research, to make this a scientific statement or statement of feet, RE is convinced that the web page and web site were never
properly val.ida.ted.

g. Specifics, health, and physical limitations for RE are ceitaiiily factors and are as follows:
L

Bronchitis medication was needed at the time (causes drowsiness) 'in addition
to RE's 3 daily medications labeled "causes dizziness". Those meds have

.:

brought RE down more than onee. Dizzy spells mostly occui when sitting but
often cause RE to lose balance, even falling to the floor. Fortunately, no serious injury has been experienced. WABR EX P. 47-Claimant Reference

ii-

DysgiaEhia (° r Agraphia): expresses itself during writing or typing and affect's
eye-hand coordination in direction or sequence oriented processes. Distinct in
that the words to be written or' the proper, order of steps are in .mind clearly, but
carried out in the wrong order;

iil
Age-related Cataract (right eye)
Case No. 20090552
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iv.

Presbyopia:- a symptom caused by the natural course of aging, a progressively
diminished ability to focus on near objects with age.

v.

Dyslexia: - Seeing letters backward or in reverse order. When scanning an
email inbox RE is all the time clicking on the wrong selection box and deleting
the wrong message. Wrong box could happen on any web site as well

XIV.

During the course of the claim it was audited by DWS' auditors and validated,

further underpinning claim legitimacy. Though unmentioned in WABR Exhibits the
claim audit result is material WABR, p. 049 Claimant Reference XXIV, Reporters
Transcript p.6 mid-page-WABR p. 027
The exact statement posted on the DWS site is: "Claims are randomly selected for audits
each week. Auditors verify anything that affects Ul eligibility". Also see: Code of Federal Regulations § 602.21
XV.

If the standard potentially most important questions had been properly noted

and recorded by DWS in 2008 and it was determined that further discussion was in order,
the possibility of any irregularity could have been properly tended to. It still would be
concluded the eligibility was with DWS, however, and we wouldn't be discussing this
issue now. WABR EX 1 p. 001 and 073
The two potentially most important questions not asked are below. Resultant discussion
would have led to one of two possible outcomes: CA with invalid claim, or UT with valid
claim, removing any concerns about validity, over-payment, etc. with UT.
L

Have you worked in two or more states?

Case No. 20090552
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ii.

inuring iho last 18 monfh* lias ail emplo\mom hxn m i mil?

Since they were not asked and there was no discussion RE had no way of knowing the
questions existed and that given the circumstances were very important. This is substantial evidence for a reasonable mind to conclude the questions and the answers were considered to be of no importance to DWS, even though the information satisfying these
questions had to be completely disclosed to i>W S in claimant in 2008 interview,
WABREX 1 p, 001 and 073
XVI.

If a fraudulent UI claim with DWS was intended, which it was not. given the

salient indisputable facts a fraudulent claim with DWS was an impossibility. Thai notion
is not supported by the circumstances and >aiiem evidence NoiQ thai all respom-e^ m the
weekly record are true and accurate and only work, earnings, commissions, compensation
for services by employer are reportable for determining weekly benefit. UI benefits are
not employer compensation.
XVII.

;•;••

...--

.,.:,-_

. v, / .

The DWS UI claimant guide states on p. 16 "The UI appeals process does not •

require legal representation, Most claimants represent themselves. During the hearing all
parties will be asMMed by Hu* W J \n p\c-<i\\\i\i\ uv.^» ^uk/nec J" i ahoimg umier die belief that the hearing was to be conducted by a, "helpful" and impartial ALL in which RE's
particular circumstances would be of interest, RE underwent a. surprisingly adversarial
experience and decision, which only served, to keep him. thoroughly confused. Considering this unexpected state of affairs an acknowledgment of ineffective coimsel (self)
would certainly be well-founded.
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XVIII.

After submitting the appeal to WAR an apology was fully expected, figuring

when they understood the valid claim was with DWS they'd simply apologize for their
mistake and we'd all end the day on a happy note. What was received was another dose
of mindless dribble. Even the IRS will admit when it's wrong, but not DWS. Not to be
confused with the indisputable facts WAB upheld the denial of benefits.
XIX.

DWS has not stated any intent to intervene on CA's behalf. CA owns a prob-

lem and will exact their pound of flesh under the CA code and the proper consideration of
circumstances. WABR P. 042 Opening statement "'Grounds for Appeal"
XX*

RE admits to some faults, including the inability to curb the impulse to com-

plete other people's sentences. This failing was acquired to cope with fast paced environments and frequently results in reprisals when done at home.
XXI*

WAB, ALJ, and DWS demonstrated no lack of imagination in speculating im-

aginary scenarios. Speculations were based on imagination and conjecture, out of context
with the salient facts on hand and in the record.
XXII.

In exercising misguided zeal multiple errors, misleading statements, and misre-

presentations were made and overlooked by DWS and the ALJ, While the claimant
stopped counting at 21 an independent review will certainly find more. WABR p. 107.
Claimant Appeal p. 2-8
XXIII.

Any records that accmed after initial filing really have no bearing on eligibility

considering the incomplete information recorded by the DWS, the voluntary quit before
taking UT job, and the simple fact that the only possible eligibility was with DWS.
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R994-406-406, CAL. UIC. CODE § 1256
XXIV.

DW'S intenial records do not lend tiiemselves useful for answering questions

that might ari.se from, the salient facts not properly considered in view of the circumstance^ b\ the agene\. Thus hem*; the ca>e, the u>einhus> of (he loeoak JV limMcd ?o
warming ones hands over a fire on a. cold winter night, or a distraction from the more significant and extensive central facts.
X XV.

in :di appeal.* Rf; ofiered W* lake a poh^raph ?<.si Ui Mih idlers to i;.jv. d p<>!\-

graph test any time.
.XXVI,

!

••

Weekly filing was discontinued when RE started the new job in Sep. "08,

WABR l ; \ P, 4 r M1ose Error 19
Chronology
i.

In early 2007 a friend in Salt Lake City called RE several times about the need
for somebody to go there to help them out. "We need your help". RE explained it wasn't likely he'd be interested as he was keeping plenty busy close
to home,

ii.

After considering the issues involved, and not one to let anybody down, let
alone a good iricnd. \W. uhnnaich consented

In \pnk 200'™ R!: w^s per-

suaded by his friend in Salt Lake City to leave a perfectly good job. go to Salt
Lake \/a\> hve out of a hoteL and help rescue a Medical Device company that
was shut down by the FDA.
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iii.

RE's efforts in UT helped preserve the jobs of upwards of 200 employees that
otherwise could very well still be on the DWS unemployed rolls. Over a period of 6 months that could easily translate to more than $1,000,000 in unemployment benefits that DWS did NOT pay out. As of October 2009 it tallies
over $3,000,000. Moreover, RE dropped at least $50,000 on the UT economy
without taking out a mortgage.

iv.

In April 2008 when the job was finished, being a permanent resident of CA,
RE intuitively inquired of CA EDD if entitled to any benefits. When first contacted CA EDD directed and encouraged RE to file a claim with UT DWS, because RE qualified for Utah unemployment benefits. Otherwise, it would never have occurred to RE to file a claim in Utah, being a resident of CA. Confusion on the part of the EDD agent was not detected by RE at the time.

v.

In September, 2008 RE took a job in CA through Maetrics LLC, based in Indiana, and discontinued filing of UI claims. In January; 2009 the project was
cancelled due to the economy, putting RE back in the ranks of the unemployed.

vi.

In January, 2009 RE re-opened the UI claims, the UT DWS account appearing
to have a balance of about $400. DWS then notified RE the claim was being
reviewed. RE thought nothing of it as everything associated with claim was in
good order, RE later received a message to call DWS and returned die call
The crux of the conversation was that DWS had a rule about two state claims.
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RE explained he didn't wish to break any rules and was hoping something
would come through so he could pay his utility bills.
vii.

Unbeknownst to RE, even though the job site was in RE's home state of CA
the employer, Maetrics LLC- IN based, was depositing their UI funds with the
INDWD.

viiL

It was around this time, late Jan-earlv Feb '09, that the CA EDD overhauled
their web site, now requiring claimants involved with states in addition to CA
to speak with an EDD agent before going forward with any claim.

ix.

Unable to get through CA EDO's telephone routing maze RE searched on-line
at the EDD web site and thought he had some answers, convinced that working
for two weeks in September, 2008 qualified him for benefits in accordance
with CA EDD rules. RE then called UT DWS, informing them of his intent to
proceed with a new CA claim. Without any curiosity whatsoever as to the circumstances DWS responded with a letter to RE raising the fraud Red Herring.

x.

The EDD telephone maze greeting was always "We are currently receiving
more calls than we can answer, etc, - goodbye" or "Please try again later." Of
the two emails sent to EDD in mid-Feb. 2009, RE has not yet received any answers. After more than 100 attempts RE finally got through the CA EDD
phone maze on 2/24/09 and the agent advised they had no record from Maetrics LLC. The stated number of attempts is not an exaggeration When deal-
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ing with RE's case the CA EDD agent was beset with a great deal of confusion.
xi.

The original C A claim was determined invalid and benefit payments discontinued. The plain language of CAL. UIC CODE § 1256 invalidated any CA
claim RE might have had, having voluntarily left the job in CA on a Friday to
start a job on the following Monday in Utah.
WABREX l i p . II

Conclusion and Relief Sought
Conclusions:
DWS intentions may be honorable but this exercise really amounts to an enoneous attempt to wrest $$ DWS is not entitled to.
The agency erroneously interpreted and applied applicable codes and rales,
The agency action is arbitrary and capricious.
A faulty claim does not invalidate a valid claim.
Since DWS was in possession of the valid claim there could not possibly be a mistaken
overpayment by DWS.
The agency action is not conclusively supported by substantial evidence when viewed in
light of the whole record and unusual circumstances.
Relief Sought:
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The agency action is not conclusively supported by substantial evidence when viewed in
light of the whole record and unusual circumstances.
Relief Sought:
This Court is asked most respectfully to set aside the action of the WAB and to affirm the
merits of Petitioner's claims by:
a. Directing the decision affirming retroactive denial of the April, 2008 claim for benefits and assessment of an overpayment penalty be set aside,
b. Directing the decision affirming denial of the Jan. 2009 claim for benefits be set aside
and all back UI benefits be paid to RE.
c. Directing thai all extended UI plan benefits be paid to RE.
d. Directing that any and all additional monetary damages and compensation payable to
RE be paid to the extent authorized by law.

Respectfully submitted this 2 Is1 day of October. 2009.

Ronald D. Ellsworth
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Michael R, Medley
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Workforce Appeals Board
Department of Workforce Services
140 East 300 South
P.O. Box 45244
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0244

Ronald D. Ellsworth
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Addendums
Addendum A: Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Definitions Used in This Brief
Abbreviations and Acronyms
ADJ

Adjudicator

' ALJ

Administrative Law Judge

, BAM

Benefit Accuracy Measurement

HCA.

H California

DWS

Utah Department of Workforce Services

DWD

Indiana Department of Workforce Development

EDD

California Employment Development Department

FDA

Food and Drug Administration

IN

Indiana

IRS

Internal Revenue Service

RE

Ron Ellsworth, Appellant

RR

Railroad

SLC

Salt Lake City

UC/UAC

Utah Administrative Code

UI

Unemployment Insurance

UT

Utah
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WAB

Workforce Appeals Board

WABR

Reference to record provided by WAB
Definitions of Terms Used in This Brief

Deference

Submission to die judgment or wishes of another, putting another's
interests 1 st

EX
Impunity

Exhibit
Freedom from unpleasant consequences

Loose

Indiscreet and unpredictable, often causing trouble for col-

Cannon

leagues or associates.

Preposterous

Bizarre, nonsensical illogical, harebrained, disturbing
This comes from the sport of fax hunting in which a dried,
smoked herring, which is red in color, is dragged across the trail of
the fox to throw the hounds off die scent. In law a "red herring"

Red Herring

refers to the practice of raising an unrelated or irrelevant point deliberately to throw someone off the track or to keep you from seeing the real problem. If persuasive, it is easy to be drawn to a false
conclusion.

Salient

Central, most important, principal
Close-minded thinking. A very limited viewpoint or conception

Tunnel Vision
of things.
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Addendum B: Determinative Constitutional Provisions, Statutes, and Rules
! UC 35A-4-405 Ineligibility for benefits.
| 35A~4~4G5C3)(b)(ii)
J (ii) The division shall consider (sic) the purposes of this chapter, the reasonableness
| of the claimant's actions, and the extent to which the actions evidence a genuine con| tmuing attachment to the labor market in reaching a determination of whether the in| eligibility of a claimant is contrary to equity and good conscience.
I Except as othenvise provided in Subsection (5), an individual is ineligible for benefits
J or for purposes of establishing a waiting period:
| 35A-4-405 (6)
j For any week with respect to which or a part of which the claimant has received or is
i seeking unemployment benefits under an unemployment compensation law of anoth! er state or the United States. If the appropriate agency of the other state or of the
I United Statesfinallydetermines that the claimant is not entitled to those unemploy| ment benefits, this disqualification does not apply.
| Johnson v. Department of Employment Sec, 782 P.2d 965, 968 (UT Ct. App. 1989)
| Substantial evidence is such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as
| adequate to support a conclusion.
| Utah Admin. Code R994-401-301(2), (4)
I R994-401-301(4)
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R994-401-301. Partial Payments - General Definition,
(4) Reportable earnings which a claimant must report on the weekly claim include
any and all wages, remuneration, or compensation for services even if the employer is
not required to pay contributions on these wages.
R994~4G6-101(1)
R994~406~101. Claimant Responsible for Providing Complete, Correct Information.
(1) The claimant is responsible for providing all of the information requested in written documents as well as any verbal request from a Department representative. The
claimant is also responsible for following all Department instructions.
R994~406~201(T),(2)
R994~406~20L Nonfault Overpayments.
(1) If the claimant followed all instructions and provided complete and correct information as required in R994-406-101(1) and then received benefits to which he or she
was not entitled due to an error made by the Department or an employer, the claimant
is not at fault in the creation of the overpayment.
(2) The claimant is not liable to repay overpayments created through no fault of the
claimant except that the sum will be deducted from any future benefits.
R994-406-202
R994-406-2Q2. Method of Repayment of Nonfault Overpayments.
Even though the claimant is without fault in the creation of the overpayment, 50% of
the claimant's weekly benefit amount will be deducted from any future benefits paya-
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hie to him or her until the overpayment is repaid. No billings will be made and no
collection procedures will be initiated.
Utah Admin. Code R994-406-401(2)
Hodgson v. DWS, WAR Case No. 20050270-CA (July 8, 2005).
Matthew P. Hodgson, Petitioner, v. Department of Workforce Services, Workforce
Appeals Board, Respondent. Case No. 20050270-CA (July 8, 2005). A fraud penalty
will not be assessed if the overpayment was the result of inadvertent error. Rather,
under department rules, fraud requires "a willful misrepresentation or concealment of
information for the purpose of obtaining unemployment benefits/1
R994-406-401(l)(aXb)(c),(2)
R994-406-401. Claimant Fraud.
(1) All three elements of fraud must be proved to establish an intentional misrepresentation sufficient to constitute fraud. See section 35A-4-405(5). The three elements
are:
(a) Materiality.
(i) Materiality is established when a claimant makes false statements or fails to provide accurate information for the purpose of obtaining;
(A) any benefit payment to which the claimant is not entitled, or
(B) waiting week credit which results in a benefit payment to which die claimant is
not entitled.
(ii) A benefit payment received by fraud may include an amount as small as one dol-
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lar over the amount a claimant was entitled to receive,
(h) Knowledge.
A claimant must have known or should ha\e known the information submitted to the
Department was incorrect or that he or she failed to provide information required by
the Department, The claimant does NOT have to know that the information will result
in a denial of benefits or a reduction of the benefit amount. Knowledge can also be
established when a claimant recklessly makes representations knowing he or she has
insufficient information upon which to base such representations. A claimant has an
obligation to read material provided by the Department and to ask a Department representative if he or she has a question about what information to report,
(c) Willfulness.
Willfulness is established when a claimant files claims or other documents containing
false statements, responses or deliberate omissions. If a claimant delegates the responsibility to personally provide information or allows access to his or her Personal
Identification Number (PIN) so that someone else may file a claim, the claimant is
responsible for the information provided or omitted by the other person, even if the
claimant had no advance knowledge that the information provided was false or important information was omitted. The claimant is responsible for securing the debit
card issued by the Department (EPPICard or card). Securing the card means that the
card and the PIN are never kept together, the card is kept in a secure location, and the
PIN is not known by anyone but the claimant. If a claimant loses his or her card, the
claimant must report the loss of the card to the Department and change his or her PIN
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immediateiy even if the claimant is not currently filing weekly claims for benefits. If
the claimant fails to report the loss of the card and change the PIN immediateiy, or
fails to secure the card, the claimant will be liable for claims made and money removed from the card,
(2) The Department relies primarily on information provided by the claimant when
paying unemployment insurance benefits. Fraud penalties do not apply if the overpayment was the result of an inadvertent error. Fraud requires a willful misrepresentation or concealment of information for the purpose of obtaining unemployment benefits.
R994-406-4020U2)
R994-406-402. Burden and Standard of Proof in Fraud Cases.
(1) The Department has the burden of proving each element of fraud.
(2) The elements of fraud must be established by clear and convincing evidence.
There does not have to be an admission or direct proof of intent.
R994-406-406
R994-406-406. Agency Error in Determining Disqualification Periods,
[f the division has sufficient evidence to assess a disqualification prior to paying benefits, but fails to take action, a fraud disqualification will not be assessed even if the
claimant provided false or information or deliberate omissions. The resulting overpayment will be assessed under the provisions of Subsections 35A-4-406(4) (b) or
35A-4-406(5) (a).
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Utah Code 63O4-403(4)(c)(d)(g)(h)(i)(iv)
Title 63G [63-46b~16]. 63G-4-4G3. Judicial review — Formal adjudicative proceedings,
(4) The appellate court shall giant relief only if. on the basis of the ageneVs record it
detennmes that a person seeking judicial review has been substantially prejudiced by
any of the following:
(c) the agency has not decided all of the issues requiring resolution;
(d) the agency has erroneously interpreted or applied the law;
(g) the agency action is based upon a determination of fact made or implied by the
agency, that is not supported by substantial evidence when viewed in light of the
whole record before the court
(h) the agency action is:
(i) an abuse of the discretion delegated to the agenc\ by statute;
(iv) otherwise arbitrary or capricious.
Utah Code 63G-4-404(l)(a)(b)(iii)
[63-46M7]. 63G-4-404. Judicial review - Type of relief.
(1) (a) In either the review of informal adjudicative proceedings by the district court
or the review of formal adjudicative proceedings by an appellate court, the court may
award damages or compensation only to the extent expressly authorized by statute,
(b) In granting relief, the court may:
(iii) set aside or modify agency action;
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DWS Audit of Ul Claims
The exact statement as posted on DWS site: "Claims are randomly selected for audits
each week. Auditors verify anything that affects Ul eligibility^.
Code of Federal Regulations § 602.21 Standard methods and procedures.
(c) Complete prompt and in-depth case imestigations to determine the degree of accuracy and timeliness in the administration of the State UC law and Federal programs
with respect to benefit determinations, benefit payments, and revenue collections; and
conduct other measurements and studies necessary or appropriate for carrying out the
purposes of this part; and in conducting investigations each State shall:
{1) Inform claimants in writing that the information obtained from a QC investigation
may affect their eligibility for benefits and inform employers in writing that the infomiation obtained from a QC investigation of revenue may affect their tax liability,
(2) Use a questionnaire, prescribed by the Department, which is designed to obtain
such data as the Department deems necessary for the operation of the QC program;
require completion of the questionnaire by claimants in accordance with the eligibility and reporting authority under State law.
(3) Collect data identified by the Department as necessary for the operation of the QC
program; however, the collection of demographic data will be limited to those data
which relate to an individual's eligibility for UC benefits and necessary to conduct
proportions tests to validate the selection of representative samples (the demographic
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data elements necessary to conduct proportions tests are claimants' date of birth, sex,
and ethnic classification); and
(4) Conclude allfindingsof inaccuracy as detected through QC investigations with
appropriate official actions, in accordance with the applicable State and Federal laws;
make any determinations with respect to individual benefit claims in accordance with
the Secretary's "Standard for Claim Determinations—Separation Information5' in the
Employment Security Manual part V, sections 6010-6015 (appendix A of this part);
(d) Classify benefit case findings resulting from QC investigations as:
(1) Proper payments, underpayments, or overpayments in benefit payment cases,
CAL. UIC. CODE § 1255 : California Code - Section 1255
An individual is not eligible for unemployment compensation benefits on account of
unemployment for any week or pail of any week with respect to which he has received or is seeking unemployment benefits under an unemployment compensation
law of any other state or of the United States. If the appropriate agency of the other
state or of the United Statesfinallydetermines that he is not entitled to unemployment compensation benefits, this section shall not apply.
CAL. UIC. CODE § 1256 : California Code - Section 1256
An individual is disqualified for unemployment compensation benefits if the director
finds that he or she left his or her most recent work voluntarily without good cause or
that he or she has been discharged for misconduct connected with his or her most re-
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cent work.
Principles of The Employment Security Act of the Utah Code
The Employment Security Act of the Utah Code was enacted in recognition that
''economic insecurity due to unemployment is a serious menace to the health, morals,
and welfare of the people]." Utah Code Ann. § 35A-4-102 (2001). Thus, the legislature has determined that unemployment is an area of "general interest and concern"
and that the security of the people requires protection against "this greatest hazard of
our economic life/'
U.S. Dept. Of Labor Ul Benefit Accuracy Measurement CY 2006 Report
BAM estimates that 15.3 percent of the 1.03 million monetary denials were improper.
This compares to an improper denial rate of 14.8 percent in CY 2005.
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Addendum C: WAB Findings Of Fact, Conclusions Of Law, Decision
Form BRDEC
WORKFORCEAPPEALS BO ARD
Issues 05 Sc 04
Department of Workforce Services
Division of Adjudication
RONALD ELLSWORTH, CLAIMANT
S.S.A. No, XXX-XX-7725
CaseNo.09-8-00445
Case No. 09-B-00446
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE SERVICES
DECISION OF WORKFORCE APPEALS BOARD:
The decisions of the Administrative Law Judge are affirmed.
Benefits are denied.
The fraud overpayment of $8,008rcmains in effect.
HISTORY OF CASE:
In a decision dated March 23,2009. Case No. 09-4-02897. the Administrative Law Judge
affirmed the Department decision holding the Claimant knowingly withheld material information from the Department by failing to accurately report that he had an active claim
in another state resulting in the payment of unentitled benefits during the weeks ending
April 12,2008, through September 13, 2008, in order to obtain benefits to which he was
not entitled. The Administrative Law Judge's decision, therefore, denied benefits for
those weeks plus 49 additional weeks from Februaiy 75, 2009. until January23,2010. and
required the Claimant to repay $8,008to the Utah Unemployment Compensation Fund.
In a second decision dated March 23.2009. Case No. 09-4-02896. the Administrative LawJudge affirmed a Department decision and denied unemployment insurance benefits to
the Claimant effective April 6, 2008.
JURISDICTION OF WORKFORCE APPEALS BOARD;
The Workforce Appeals Board has authority to review the Administrative Law Judge's
decision pursuant to $35A-4-508(4) and (5) of the Utah Employment Security Act and
the Utah Administrative Code (1997) pertaining thereto.
CLAIMANT APPEAL FILED; April 22, 2009.
ISSUESBEFORE THE WORKFORCEAPPBALSBOARD AND APPLICABLE
PROVISIONSOF THE UTAH EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ACT:
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1.
Did the Claimant knowingly withhold material information in order to obtain benefits to
which he was not entitled pursuant to the provisions of $354-4-405(5)?
2.
Was the overpayment correctly established pursuant to the provisions of $$354-4405(5)and3sA-4-406(4)?
Was the Claimantseekingunemploymentbenefitsunderanunemploymentcompensation
law of another state or the United States pursuant to the provisions of $354'-4-405(6)?
FACTUAL FINDINGS:
The Workforce Appeals Board adopts in full the factual findings of the Administrative
Law Judge.
REASONING AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:
Ronald Ellsworth ("Claimant") finished a job that he had been working in Utah and was
separated from the employer upon completion as a reduction of force. He returned to his
home in California and filed a claim with California for unemployment insurance benefits, establishing a weekly benefit amount of $450.
A California unemployment insurance representative talked to the Claimant and told him
he should file his claim in Utah since that was where he had worked for the previous
year. The Claimant then filed a claim for unemployment insurance benefits in Utah. As
part of the application process the Claimant was asked a series of eligibility questions.
One of the questions was: "Have you applied for benefits from railroad or other state?"
The Claimant answered "no" although he had filed for benefits with the State of California the previous day.
As a result of the information furnished by the Claimant on his application, he was
granted benefits with a weekly benefit amount of $164. Both the Utah and the California
claim had as the effective date April 69 2008. The Claimant preferred the California benefit over the Utah benefit since it was significantly higlier and did not deduct for his Social
Security income. The Claimant continued filing weekly claims in both states. He received
$4,004in benefits from Utah while also receiving benefits on the same job separation
from California.
In his lengthy appeal the Claimant argues that the California representative told him he
should file his claim in Utah, and that neither state told him he needed to withdraw one of
the claims when he started receiving benefits from both states. He further asserts that he
did not know he was going to receive benefits from California when he filed his claim in
Utah. He also claims that the question he was asked as part of his Utah application was
vague and he should not be held liable for answering it incorrectly.
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The unemployment insurance program is largely based upon a self-reporting honor system in which claimants are expected to provide correct information to the Depaitment so
that their eligibility and amount of benefits can be correctly determined. When circumstances change or a claimant becomes aware that an error has been, or is possibly being
made, the claimant has an affirmative obligation to notify the Department of the issue.
The penalties for fraud are harsh, but due to the self-reporting nature of the program it is
necessary that they be so to protect the integrity of the program.
It is the duty of the Department to get benefits to unemployed workers without undue delay, and it is the responsibility of the filing parties to provide accurate information to the
Department. The Utah Supreme Court has held that both the initial and continuing responsibility of establishing eligibility to receive benefits rests with the claimant. Baker v.
Depaitment of Employment Sec., Indus. Conim'n, 564 P.2d 1126? 1127 (Utah, 1977).
The Claimant could well have misunderstood or inadvertently answered incorrectly the
question on the Utah application about whether he had applied for benefits in another
state. However, when the Claimant began receiving benefit checks from both California
and Utah he knew, or should have known, that a mistake was being made. At the veryleast he was under an obligation to notify the Depaitment of the issue and get a resolution. Unfortunately the Claimant instead decided to attempt to take advantage of an apparent bureaucratic blunder.
By remaining silent when he had an obligation to speak, the Claimant obtained
$4?004from Utah in benefits to which he was not entitled. As a result of his failure to correct the error caused by Ms action and inaction, he is liable for the civil penalty required
by law to be imposed upon him.
The Workforce Appeals Board adopts in full the reasoning, conclusions of law, and decisions of the Administrative Law Judge in the above-numbered cases.
DECISION:
The decision of the Administrative Law Judge denying benefits for the weeks ending
April 12,2008,
Through September 13, 20Q8? and disqualifying the Claimant for 49 additional weeks beginning February 15.2009, and ending January23,2}l}, under the provisions of $354-4405(5)of the Utah Employment Security Act, is affirmed.
The overpayment and penalty of $8?008 established by the Depaitment pursuant to
$$354-4-405(5) and 35A«4~406(4) remains in effect.
The decision of the Administrative Law Judge denying unemployment insurance benefits
to the Claimant is afiinned. Benefits are denied effective Aprii6, 2008?and continuing until the Claimant meets the conditions of eligibility pursuant to the provisions of $354-4405(6) of die Utah Employment Security Act.
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Addendum D: Appeal to \\ orkforce Appeals Board
Appeal to Workforce Appeals Board of the Decision by Administrative Law Judge
Case No. 09-A-02897
Ronald Fills worth
April 22, 2009
Grounds for Appeal (Corrected Dates)
DWS was the proper agency to file this claim with. CA EDD correctly advised claimant
to take claim to Utah DWS. Voluntarily leaving the previous job in CA on Friday May 4
Apfrt~& before the Monday May 7 AJH4-£, 2007 start date in Utah may have influenced
that. During the February 24, 2009 conversation the CA EDD again advised claimant to
take claim to Utah. The valid claim was with Utah.
So, one valid question has to be: if the "other state' had mentally registered, was it even relevant given die appropriate and proper instruction given to claimant to file with Utah
DWS?
In addition, there are 19 errors, misrepresentations, misleading statements, etc., relied on
by and in the decision of Administrative Law Judge. There are also 2 apparent errors
overlooked by the ALJ. Independent review will probably find more.
These 4 issues are to be decided by the Workforce Appeals Board:
I.

354-4-405(5); Whether the claimant willfully made a false statement or representation or knowingly failed to report a material fact to obtain benefits to which
he/she was not entitled and must repay the amount of benefits received by direct
reason of fraud and a civil penalty, an amount equal to the overpayment.

II.

35A-4-406(4): Whether the claimant by reason of his/her own fault did receive
benefits to which he/she was not entitled and must repay such sum.

Ill

35A-4-406(5)(a): Whether the claimant through no fault, received benefits to
which he/she was not entitled and may have such sum deducted from any future
benefits payable to the claimant; (b) whether the claimant is eligible for a waiver
of repayment of a non-fault overpayment.

IV.

Whether claimant was accorded a fair hearing before an impartial tribunal.
The Social Security Act (SSA) requires states to offer ""opportunity for a fair hearing
before an impartial tribunal". In all states, individuals who are not satisfied with the
outcome of the administrative appeal(s) can appeal their cases in the state court system, federal courts, and. as a last resort, the U.S. Supreme Court.

All the above notwithstanding, the following responses directly apply to related comments as documented heretofore.
Preamble
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To repeat myself, 1 don't understand law or even politics too much. I do fair at recognizing faulty procedures when confronted with them, having years of practice overhauling
them. Mostly they are deficient in clarity, caused primarily by a lack of awareness on the
part of their authors.
In no way should this appeal be construed to be disrespectful or a criticism of the staff
working in a system that has certain expectations of the staff, and whose motivation is to
meet those expectations.
In contrast to DWS, even with their incredible workload the CA EDD attempts to help
the unemployed, if not always correct in their actions. DWS, on the other hand, appears
to desire to encumber the unemployed with even more problems to deal with, bringing
the DWS priorities into serious doubt.
The original intent of applicable Federal law1 is to dissuade residents of a state commuting
daily across state lines to their regular full-time job from drawing benefits from their
home state and their job host state simultaneously, since only one state is collecting the
employment taxes for the worker. This commute could occur, for example, when Kansas
City, ¥£ residents commute to jobs in Kansas City. MO. States have responded by
adopting a multitude of rules to eliminate said conflict. Some state processes ere better
designed than others,
Individual states could argue that the intent of the law is iixelevant because they can make
up their own rules, and the opportunistic thing to do can be to take advantage of claimants, at their peak of vulnerability and emotional stress from their job loss. 1 won't argue the morality or social responsibility implications of any state imposed rules, they
each serve their own interests.
When employment taxes are paid into the system it is not unreasonable for the naive
worker, who has no reason whatsoever to be the least bit conversant on the subject of labor law, to believe the intent of the system is to provide some security in the event of job
loss - although this expectation may prove unrealistic and fruitless.
In this particular case, the successful conclusion of a job in Salt Lake City that contributed mightily to the rescue of hundreds of jobs for Utah workers at GEITC OEC inevitably resulted in this single job loss.
Case No. 09-A-02897- Claimant Observations
Case No. 09-A 02897 Exhibit Discussion
Case Exhibit 1
These questions were not asked, per that record:
Apparent Error A: Have you worked in two or more states?
Apparent Error B: During the last 18 months has all employment been in Utah?
Case Exhibit 2
Claimant Reference A: Error 1: The eligibility information input page, Case Exhibit 2,
is not designed to prevent errors, and the odds are the web page and web site wrere never
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validated. Even after doing multiple visual page scans the eligibility information all appeared correct to claimant. Visual scanning again and again, what was seen was "Railroad'". The * other state bit of the double question never registered - after knowing it had to
be in there. (No doubt a combination of Presbyopia, age-related Cataract, Dyslexia^ dizziness from medications, and my lack of competence with use of a computer on the internet)
I could list many examples of forgetfulness episodes and not seeing the obvious.
Case Exhibit 10
Claimant Reference B: When 1 called Mr. Nielsen the 1st time he told me having claims
in two states was not allowed, to which I replied that I don't want to break any rules, just
hoping something would come through. Not exactly an expression of evil intent, it was
never suggested, but my 1st impulse was to just return any benefits that might have been
received in error. Had 1 been left to my own designs I would have withdrawn claim if 1
could find a way to do that. That all has changed now, considering this claim belonged in
Utah and considering the CA EDD opinion.
Krror 2: When I called in the second time there was difficulty with the connection and 1
was asked only one question to which I replied "California". This remark in Case Exhibit
10 could be incorrect, not that I see any relevance considering our original conversation.
Case Exhibit 11
Claimant Reference C: I can't speak to the accuracy of the stated balance, only that I
have not received it.
Regarding the preferred benefit source, Mr. Reed never spoke to me and if he spoke with
CA EDD this is a speculative comment made by who knows who. I couldn't get through
to EDD to express anything prior to Feb 24, after AT LEAST 100 attempts. The stated
number of attempts is not an exaggeration. The EDD telephone maze greeting v\as always "We are currently receiving more calls than we can answer, etc, ~~ goodbye" or
"Please try again later." Of the two emails sent to EDD in mid-Feb., I have not yet received an answer.
Case Exhibit 12
Claimant Reference D: Please refer to Claimant Reference VII below for details.
"Railroad" question mentally dismissed out of hand as irrelevant. Double questions
don't belong here, too easy for misunderstanding. Question needs to be broken into two
separate ones. Please refer to claimant reference VI, Mil, and XI! for explanation.
Case Exhibit 13
Claimant Reference E: Error 3: How could anyone possibly know what 1 know if I
didn't mention it? And even if I did there were no questions to be asked that I was privy
to.
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Claimant Reference F: What was input is not as much an issue as my competence with
use of a computer. Please refer to claimant reference VI, VIII, XII, and XIV for explanation.
Decision of Administrative Law Judge Discussion
Case No. 09-A-02897
Case History
"The original Department decisions denied unemployment insurance benefits for the
weeks ending April 12, 2008, through Septemberl 3, 2008, on the grounds the Claimant
failed to accurately report that he had another active claim in another state and therefore,
knowingly withheld material information in order to receive benefits to which he was not
entitled. The Claimant was further disqualified for 49 weeks, beginning February 15,
2009, and ending January 23, 2010. This decision also created an overpayment in the
amount of $4,004, representing the amount received as a direct result of fraud, and a civil
penalty of $4,004, resulting in a total overpayment of $8,008.'"
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference L II, and III below
Findings Of Fact
'The Claimant filed an unemployment insurance claim with the State of California effective April 6, 2008. After answering the questions on the state's Interactive Voice Response System (1VR), the Claimant talked with an unemployment insurance representative who told him he should file a claim with Utah because he had worked in Utah for the
past year. The Claimant's claim in California had a weekly benefit amount of $450.v
NOTE; Please refer to Claimant Reference IV, V, and VI below
'The Claimant tiled a claim for unemployment insurance benefits against the State of
Utah. This claim also had an effective date of April 6, 2008. He established a weekly
benefit amount of $164, When asked by Utah's TVR system if he had filed a claim in
another state the Claimant answered "no" even though he had filed a claim with the California and received their claimant handbook. *'
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference VII VIIL and XII below
"'The Claimant remained in continuous filing status with his Utah claim from April 6,
2008, through September 13, 2008. He received$ 4,004 in benefits. He began receiving
benefits from the State of California beginning with the week ended Error 4: July 12,
2008, Department records show the Claimant received benefits from California through
September 13, 2009."
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference X below
"The Claimant reopened his claim for unemployment insurance benefits effective January 18, 2009, and again answered "no" when asked if he had filed a claim in another
state",
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference XI, VIIL XK and XIV below
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Reasoning And Conclusions Of Law
'"In this case, the claimant received waiting week credit and benefits he did not qualify for
from April 6. 2008. through September 13, 2008."
"Materiality has been demonstrated"
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference XV below
"The Claimant insisted during the hearing that he did not know his claim in California
was valid The Administrative Law Judge is-not convinced by that. He had received a
copy of their handbook. He knew that he had filed a claim in California when he tiled his
Utah claim. He certainly knew he had a claim in California when he reopened his Utah
claim because he had been receiving benefits from California. The prohibition against
having simultaneous claims in different states is not just used by the State of Utah, but -is
a federal provision. He was untruthful with both California and Utah, He should have
been able to anticipate the consequences of not answer (sic) the questions correctly/5
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference XVI below
'"Knowledge has been demonstrated'5"
NOTE; Please refer to Claimant Reference XVII below
*ln this case, the Claimant provided false information to the Department when opening
his initial claim, and again when reopening his clainT.
"'Willfulness has been demonstrated'"
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference XVI, XVIII and XIX below
"All the elements of fraud have been demonstrated. Fraud has been established."
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference XX and XXI below
Decision And Order
NOTE: Please refer to Claimant Reference XXII. XXIII, and XXIV below
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Case History
Claimant Reference 1: Krror 5: Fraud claim is based on speculation, misguided zeal
and is not supported by facts of case or information provided in Grounds for Appeal,
page L
Error 6: At issue here is "knowingly withheld material information'5. In the 1st place one
has to know what constitutes material information, Based on the instructions received
and a faulty application process this claimant had no knowledge of a 2-state claim ever
being an issue.
Error It DWS audited the claim, further strengthening claimants continuing belief that
the claim was legally recognized as proper. This findings process turned a blind eye to
that fact even though I reminded the ALJ of the audit during our hearing discussion. Are
claim audits considered irrelevant, even though a Federal requirement?
Per DWS site: Audit of Your Claim
http://jobs,utah.gov/ui//jobseeker/claimgu3de .asp#Audit of Your Claim
Claimant Reference II: Line 1 exact statement: "'Claims are randomly selected for audits
each week. Auditors verify anything that affects UI eligibility5".
Claimant Reference III: Error H** Reason for not being well prepared for the hearing:
The method used for delivery of the appeal papers is questionable. 1 received one
envelope with two copies of what looked to be identical paperwork. When I called in to
confirm the telephone hearing just before confirmation time expired I was asked if I had
received two mailings. I stated I had only received one envelope with two copies of the
same paperwork. That was when I was advised of both case numbers and realized the
papers were not identical in all respects. That was when 1 learned about Case No, 09-A02897. I then read through it. thought I had the gist of it but really had no time to prepare for a discussion about it. I just toid the ALJ 1 hadn't sorted it all out yet but would
give it the best go I can.
Findings Of Fact
Claimant Reference IV7: Error 9: Receipt of benefits was never disputed. I would have
already returned benefits received if request were made without muddying the waters as I
was clueless about responsible agencies at the time - conclusion is inconsistent. 1 previously thought claim was verbally withdrawn at 1st conversation.
Claimant Reference V: Error 10: CA FDD 1VR? 1 don't think so. SSN and access to
correct department were all key pad number entries.
Claimant Reference VI: Yes, it's true the FDD agent correctly advised me to take my
claim to UT: that is true. My voluntarily leaving the job in CA on a Friday to report to
the job in UT the following Monday could have put the CA claim in doubt. Therein lies
ih^ rub as by all accounts if there is no benefit you have not filed a claim, That was still
the CA EDD interpretation as of 4/18/2009.
The Utah claim is the correct claim and it is incredible that no one at DWS picked up on
that fact let alone explained it to me. This simply puts the DWS priorities in question.
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As a layman 1 would expect the ALJ to bring that question up as part of the appeal hearing instead of foisting all legal responsibilities on claimants that have no knowledge of
such laws, 1 am truly disappointed that i have to explain law to the very people that
should be explaining it to me. They should be looking out for claimant's rights, discussing the relevant points of law with distressed claimants as a matter of routine.
As for the whys and wherefores of the CA EDD ultimately approving the application I
have no knowledge, was tickled about it had no sense there could be a conflict and it is
out of the scope of this case since DWS was the proper place to file the claim.
If CA were a signatory to the 1CESA Interstate Benefit Payment Plan the proper procedure probably was for the CA EDD to have filed this claim with the UT DWS, not tell me
to do that. Perhaps CA was not an ICES A Interstate Benefit Payment Plan signatory in
April 2008.
Claimant Reference VII: 1 have no recall of this action whatsoever. According to the
record 1 applied through the telephone maze. Now, Fve never gone through any telephone maze and hit ail the right buttons on the first pass, never. Even if by some miracle
I had in this instance the routine mental dismissal after hearing a reference to anything as
irrelevant as 'Railroad5* would have occurred under the best of circumstances, and 1 was
on Bronchitis medication (causes drowsiness) in addition to my 4 daily medications, labeled "causes dizziness".
Claimant Reference VIII: Error 11: The structure of the question(s) is the real issue,
not the claim in 2 states. For a while, 1 believed there was a stand-alone question "'have
you filed a claim in another state"? With the exception of Case Exhibit 1, where the
question was never asked the question is not whave you: filed a claim in another state".
If it were it would be straight forward. The question is *4have you: applied for benefits
from Railroad or am other Maul A reckless, poorly designed, even devious sentence structure that could dupe the very fewr applicants "other state" might remotely apply to.
Since the correct provider for my claim is Utah DWS this is a moot point anyway.
In my work, as well as in casual conversation, irrelevance is mentally dismissed out of
hand.
Claimant Reference IX: Error 12: This is not where receipt of claimant handbook
question was asked. Regardless, it is highly unlikely the handbook would have been received in one day via the USPS, assuming dates are close to being correct.
Claimant Reference X: Claimant has acknowledged this on at least two occasions.
Claimant Reference XI: Handbook question was asked at this stage of discussion. 1
tried to reopen the CA EDD claim BEFORE their web site was changed to include the 2
state qualifier question and answer was and still is NO, 1 have not received a handbook.
No notice of Unemployment Insurance Award was received from EDD either. (Only
handbook I got was from DIVS.) Error 13: Please refer to claimant reference VI and
XVII for explanation.
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Claimant Reference XII: This is two unrelated questions that probably apply to a half
dozen or so respondents annually, so DWS can't claim "'every other 70 year old with cataracts, Dyslexia, taking 5 medications that cause drowsiness and dizziness, and that
worked in 2 or more states got it right" because the stats won't support that conclusion.
When you work regulatory compliance or projects that involve reading reams of documents and procedures, as I have been doing, you have to scan pages at a time and read
only a few lines with care, going back later if necessary. Irrelevance is immediately mentally dismissed out of hand for reasons that should be obvious.
1 recommend the eligibility information input page be revised and UT DWS follow CA
EDO's example. Prior to the EDD web site change there was no question about multiple
state claims on the EDD site. When EDD changed their site in Jan-Feb 2009 timeframe
they broke out the 2n and unrelated question that appears on the DWS site into two separate questions, and don't ask about 'railroads". There can be no misunderstanding. Yd
suggest a re-do of the DWS eligibility information input page, Case Exhibit 2. The odds
are this page was never validated.
NOTE; See Claimant Exhibits attachment for full text of new CA EDD web site page.
Claimant Reference XIII: CA EDD updated their web site in Jan-Feb 2009 timeframe
to cover interstate benefits, and was VERY CLEAR with their easily understood questions. Still could easily miss one but missing two wouldn't be that easy. CA EDD does
not appear to have had issues with multiple state benefits until the latest extended benefits
came into play.
DWS needs to take responsibility and follow the example EDD has set in their new web
site to eliminate the propensity for misunderstanding. Otherwise, this process facilitates
getting away with the perfect crime against the perfect victims.
Claimant Reference XIV: No reasonable person of ordinary skill with computers would
argue the fickleness of a cordless mouse or keyboard, especially on a small screen - even
the good ALJ expressed a measure of discomfort with the computer even though the benefit of a large screen is enjoyed. What comes up on screen hardly ever matches what I
key in, and what is typed in frequently ends up in the wrong field or just doesn't get input
at all At least my experience is that the computer does not always do what you expect it
to do. I use 4 different pair of glasses in a typical computer session.
Reasoning And Conclusions Of Law
Claimant Reference XV: It depends on your definition of qualified. As of February,
2009 CA EDD still insists my claim was with UT, even though EDD had approved payment of benefits. 1 had no reason to doubt I wras qualified and have a feeling Fm not the
one here that was confused. Please refer to Claimant Reference VI.
Claimant Reference XVI: Error 14: The untruthful with both CA & UT statement is
Blatantly False and not based on fact objective evidence, anybody's statement, or CA
EDD. The new EDD web site is very clear with the two states question and requires you
to work with an agent. It did take 100 or more attempts to get through to the EDD agent
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but perseverance ended in success. Please refer to Claimant Reference VI and VIII as
well as Claimant Exhibits attachment, page 2.
The ALJ has acknowledged my conversation with EDD when full disclosure about UT
work wras made. ALJ told me there was a federal law in effect at time of my original
claim, which I was frankly skeptical about, believing at the time that such a law could only have been part of the extended benefits program.
Claimant Reference XVII: Error 15:1 didn't know I had a claim? The first thing I told
ALJ was I never challenged that I was drawing benefits from both states and was not
made aware of any issue associated with it - even after DWS completed their audit of the
claim.
Please refer to Claimant Reference VI.
I could be out of line but believe this is out of context with the discussion of active claim/'
renewed claim eligibility.
Claimant Reference XVIII: Error 16: The statement is based on prejudice, not testimony or fact. Please refer to Claimant Reference VI and VIII.
Claimant Reference XIX: Error 17: Please refer to the eligibility information input
page, Case Exhibit 2 above. Please refer to Claimant Reference VI and VIII. Please refer again to Claimant Exhibits attachment.
Claimant Reference XX: Not exactly. All three elements remain unproven.
Claimant Reference XXI: Please refer to all Claimant References above and Case Exhibit 2 entries. If anyone residing in another state had any intention of claiming benefits
not entitled to from DWS would they have discontinued weekly filings the instant they
went back to work?
Decision And Order
Claimant Reference XXII: Two oversights: 1.1 was under oath and spoke truthfully.
Statements made during hearing should have been taken into consideration. Error 18: 2.
ALJ should have walked me through the specifics as I had informed the ALJ there were
errors to discuss when we did detailed review. Then when asked if I had any further
questions I did not remember them as I still succumb to stage fright in uncomfortable situations, even after all my years. I'm thinking legal representation should be encouraged
by DWS in some situations.
Close
Error 19: This ruling is inconsistent with my pattern of behavior. Tax returns reported
the UI payments, weekly filing was discontinued when I started the new job, and correct
instructions from CA EDD had been followed. Why would anyone knowingly jeopardize
their integrity over $400.00? Or even $4,000.00, for that matter. No common sense has
been demonstrated during this entire review/hearing process by DWS.
DWS was the proper agency to file this claim with. CA EDD correctly advised claimant
to take claim to Utah DWS. Voluntarily leaving the previous job in CA on the Friday beCase No, 20090552
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fore the Monday start date in Utah may have influenced those directions. During the
February 24, 2009 conversation the CA EDD again advised claimant to take claim to
Utah. The claim with Utah DWS was valid.
Claimant Reference XXIII: When you hit 69-70 you will be able to relate to having to
deal with the many ailments associated with age. These are the reasons it has taken me a
month to document this appeal, instead of a reasonable couple of days. I live with these
daily:
• Dysgraphia (or Agraphia): expresses itself dining writing or typing and affects
eye-hand coordination in direction or sequence oriented processes. Distinct in that
the words to be written or the proper order of steps are in mind clearly, but carried
out in the wrong order. (A severe handicap to my completion of this appeal in a
timely manner.)
•

Age-related Cataract (only right eye)

•

Presbyopia:- a symptom caused by the natural course of aging, a progressively
diminished ability to focus on near objects with age

• Dyslexia:- Dyslexics see letters backward or in reverse order. In spite of all this,
visual scanning of piles of documents is still quite good, considering the narrow
field of view.
Claimant Reference XXIV: DWS must accept their share of responsibility
• Though unmentioned in Case Exhibits and ruling for hearing the claim audit result
is material
• Poorly structured questions affect the rare applicant, causing us all a lot of wasted
time.
• Recognize a valid claim when made.
PS: I will take polygraph test any time
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